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Red-State Health Reform:
Threading the Political Needle
Robert B Leflar*
I. INTRODUCTION

The Supreme Court's decision in National Federation of Independent
Business i. Sebelius' gave each state the option to accept or reject federal
funds for the expansion of Medicaid health care coverage.' The decision
sparked political battles across the nation. Republican resistance to
acquiescence in any aspect of Obamacare." coupled wvith continued public
skepticism about the overall merits of the Affordable Care Act,3 has
blocked implementation of the Medicaid expansion in almost half the states
(chiefly southern, plains, and mountain states) as of this writing. 4 About an
equal number have expanded their traditional Medicaid programs.'
However, six states have adopted - with considerable Republican support nontraditional federally funded alternatives (Fig. 1).

*Ben J. Altheimer Professor of Legal Advocacy, University of Arkansas School of Law,
Fayetteville, Ark.: Professor, University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock:
rbleflar@uark.edu. I thank Frank Griffin, Elizabeth Weeks Leonard, Kevin Ryan, Sidney
Watson, and Craig Wilson for their useful suggestions.
1. Nat'l Fed'n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132 S.Ct. 2566 (2012).
2. See id.at 2601-08 (opinion of Roberts, C.J., joined by Breyer and Kagan, JJ., stating
that the Affordable Care Act requirement that states expand their Medicaid programs or
suffer cutoff of all federal Medicaid benefits "coerced" the states in contravention of
federalism principles): see also id.at 2661-67 (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas and Alito, JJ.,
dissenting) (agreeing with Roberts, C.J. and Breyer and Kagan, JJ. that the A.C.A.
requirement that states expand their Medicaid programs was unconstitutional).
3. What I refer to as the "Affordable Care Act" is actually two enactments: the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (2010), and the
health care-related portions of the Health Care Education and Reconciliation Act of 2010,
Pub. L. No. 111-152, 124 Stat. 1029 (2010).
4.
See infra Figure 1.
5.
Id.
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Fig. 1: State Medicaid Expansion Decisions as of May 29, 20156
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This Article relates the story of health reform in the first of those six
innovative states: Arkansas. The Article introduces two features of the

6.

Map: Where States Stand on MedicaidExpansion Decisions, STATEREFORUM,

https://www.statereforum.org/Medicaid-Expansion-Decisions-Map?gclid=
CjwKEAiAOuGmBRDwj 7mElv-LCYSJADxH16OZ4Cwdy5AdlsfgNd rdookS ljE_
VFOReboY65BsqEBoCb1 w wcB (last updated May 29, 2015).
7. Other observers have built an illuminating literature on aspects of the Arkansas
approach to health reform. See, e.g., Andrew Allison, Arkansas 's Altern ative to Medicaid
Expansion Raises Important Questions about How HHS Will Implement New ACA Waiver
Authority in 2017, 39 J. HEALTH POL. POL'Y & L. 1089 (2014) (explaining the Arkansas

program and its potential benefits for consumers, private insurance carriers, and the federal
government): Michael E. Chernew et al., The Arkansas PaymentImprovement Initiative:
Early Perceptions of Multi-PayerReform in a FragmentedProviderLandscape, 3 AM. J.

34 (2015) (highlighting aspects of the Arkansas initiative that might be
useful in states with similar characteristics): Elizabeth Weeks Leonard, Crafting a Narrative
ACCOUNTABLE CARE

for the Red State Option, 102 Ky.L.J. 381, 382-383, 404-405, 419-423, 436-437 (2013-

2014) (explaining the benefits of having federal financing apply to private plans, and the
Arkansas program's accommodation of "Red-State rhetoric"): Joseph W. Thompson et al.,
Arkansas's Aovel Approach to Expanding Health Care Coverage, 39 J. HEALTH POL. POL'Y
& L. 1277 (2014) [hereinafter Thompson et al., Arkansas 's AovelApproach] (explaining the
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implementation of health reform that may offer useful models for other
states. The first, and most remarked upon, is the "private option" for
Medicaid expansion, extending private health insurance to the state's lowerincome residents.8 The fact that insurance is provided by the private sector
rather than by the government makes the program politically palatable to
many conservatives. 9 This "private option" has resulted in the highest
percentage increase in insurance coverage of any state.'0 The second, lesser
known but perhaps equally important, is the Arkansas Payment
Improvement Initiative (APII). APII is a collaborative effort between the
public and private sectors to re-design health care payment systems. APII
re-orients provider incentives away from fee-for-service, with its incentive
structure that encourages wasteful unnecessary care, toward cost-effective
medical practice." The two initiatives are structured to be "symbiotic"; 1
each reinforces the other's chances of success. Together, they illustrate
Justice Brandeis's well-known observation that a "state may, if its citizens
choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic
experiments without risk to the rest of the country.""
Part II of this Article briefly describes the challenges Arkansas health
reformers face given the state's below-average health status and health
insurance statistics and its political environment, against the background of
Arkansas's particular legal constraints on government spending. Part III
tells the story of the development of the "private option," the high-wire acts
by which a Democratic governor got the program enacted in 2013 and his
Republican successor kept it alive in 2015 despite a legislature increasingly

background, politics, policy development, and goals of the Arkansas program): Sidney D.
Watson, Out of the Black Box and Izto the Light: Using Section 1115 Medicaid Waivers to
Implement the A4ffordable CareA4ct s Vedicaid Expansion, 15 YALE J. HEALTH POL'Y L. &
ETHICS 213 (2015) [hereinafter Watson, Section 1115 Medicaid Waivers]: Sidney D.
Watson, Medicaid,Marketplaces, and Premium Assistance: What Isat Stake in Arkansas ?
The Perils and Pitals of Medicaid Eypansion through Marketplace Premium Assistance,
102 Ky.L.J. 471 (2013-2014) [hereinafter Watson, What Is it Strike in Arkansas?]

(examining Medicaid's federal-state structure, regulatory guidance on premium assistance
for individual policies, and the potential benefits and drawbacks of Arkansas's plan).
8.
MedicaidExpansion in Arkansas, THE KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION (Feb. 12, 2015),
http://kff.org/medicaid/fact-sheet/medicaid-expansion-in-arkansas/.
9.
See Leonard, supra note 7,at 432-37 (discussing the "Red State Narrative").
10. See, e.g., Dan Witters, Arkansas, KentuckA Report Sharpest Drops in Uninsured
Rate (Aug. 5,2014), http://www.gallup.com/poll/174290/arkansas-kentucky-report-sharpestdrops-uninsured-rate.aspx#1.
11.
See DEBORAH BACHRACH ET AL., ARKANSAS: A LEADING LABORATORY FOR HEALTH
CARE PAYMENT AND DELIVERY SYSTEM REFORM, Commonwealth Fund Issue Brief (2014),
available cit http://www.commonwealthfund.org/-/media/files/publications/issue-brief/2014
/aug/1766_bachrach arkansas-payment reform ib.pdf.
12.
Id.at 5 (quoting former Arkansas Medicaid director Dr. Andy Allison).
13.
New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting).
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dominated by conservative Republicans, and the program's success in
halving the proportion of uninsured Arkansas residents. Part IV explains the
state's other innovative health policy program, the Arkansas Payment
Improvement Initiative, and presents a preliminary evaluation of its first
two years' results. This program creates new incentive structures employing
episode-based payments and patient-centered medical homes, with the
ambitious aim of transforming the state's health care payment model from
payment-for-volume to payment-for-value. Part V concludes.
II. BACKGROUND ON ARKANSAS HEALTH STATUS, POLITICS, AND
SPENDING LAWS

Although its economy is aided by its status as home to the world's
largest private employer, 14 Arkansas remains a relatively poor state, 15 with
below-average health status statistics. 16 In 2013, before the Affordable Care
Act's enrollment period began, 22.5% of the state's population of about
three million lacked health insurance, compared to 17.3% nationwide. 17 A
large proportion of Arkansas residents live in rural areas with provider
shortages. 8 Tightly integrated health delivery systems are scarce. 19 The

14.
Wal-Mart, headquartered in the town of Bentonville, employs about 1.3 million fulltime and part-time workers within the United States and about 2.2 million worldwide,
Walmart Facts,Walmart, http://news.walmart.com/walmart-facts/, including about 50,000
within Arkansas. Our Locations, Walmart, http://corporate.walmart.com/our-story/locations/
united-states#/united-states/arkansas (last updated Feb. 19, 2015). The company tops the
Fortune Global 500 list. Global 500 2014, FORTUNE (Apr. 13, 2014), http://
fortune.com/global500/.
15.
See State and Count " QuickFacts,Arkansas, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, http://
quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/05000.html (last updated Mar. 31, 2015) (stating that the
capita income in 2009-2013 was $22,170, compared with the national average of $28,155).
In 2013, Arkansas had 19.4% of its population living under the federal poverty line, ranked
only ahead of Mississippi (23.9%), New Mexico (21.4%), and Louisiana (20.0%).: Small
Area Income and Poverty Estimates, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, http://www.census.gov/
did/www/saipe/data/interactive/ (last visited Mar. 17, 2015).
16. See Arkansas Health Insurance, HEALTHCARE.ORG, http://www.healthcare.org/
arkansas/ (last visited Mar. 17, 2015) (ranking Arkansas 43 rd among the states).
17.
See Witters, supra note 10 (an estimated 558,000 Arkansans were uninsured before
enactment of the Affordable Care Act): Matthew Buettgens, John Holahan & Caitlin Carroll,
Health Reform Across the States: IncreasedInsurance Coverage and FederalSpending on
the Exchanges and Medicaid 11 tbl.2 (2011), available tit http://www.urban.org/
uploadedpdf/4123 10-Health-Reform-Across-the-States.pdf.
18.
Thompson et al., Arkansas 's NovelApproach, supra note 7, at 1283.
19.
See ARK. DEP'T OF HUMAN SERVS., STATE INNOVATION PLAN 5 (2012), available it
http://www.paymentinitiative.org/referenceMaterials/Documents/SIM%20III.%20%20State
%201nnovation%20Pan%202012%2009 %2021%20%20FINAL%20%20TO%20SUBMIT.p

df [hereinafter

STATE INNOVATION PLAN]
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private insurance market is quite concentrated: two insurers, Blue
Cross/Blue Shield and QualChoice dominate with an 80% market share."
Politically, Arkansas was the last of the southern states, except perhaps
for Florida and Virginia, to turn red. Arkansas voters' general conservatism
is evident from the fact that the Republican presidential candidate has won
every election after 1968, except when the Democratic candidates (Carter
and Clinton) were southerners. Nevertheless, for the opening decade of
the 21s" century Democrats dominated state politics. Both U.S. senators and
three of four congressmen were moderate Democrats, as were the governor
and a majority of both houses of the General Assembly. 23 In the 2010 and
2012 elections, however, as public reaction against "Obamacare"
intensified, a pronounced red shift began. 4 President Obama was trounced
in Arkansas in 2012, as he was across the South. 2' The Republicans gained
not only a Senate seat and two House seats in Congress; most importantly,
Republicans won a narrow majority in both houses of the Arkansas
legislature. 6
Two features of Arkansas law deserve mention here: one concerning
state finances and the other concerning legislative rules. First, the Arkansas
Revenue Stabilization Act requires the state budget to be balanced every
biennium. 27 State government is prohibited from running a deficit. 28 This

20.
QualChoice was acquired in 2014 by Catholic Health Initiatives, which operates St.
Vincent's Hospital in Little Rock. See Catholic Health Initiatives, QualChoice Agreement
Finalized, available tit
https://www.catholichealthinit.org/documents-public/news%20
releases/2014-05-01 QualchoiceFINAL.pdf (last visited April 2,2015).
21.
Joseph W. Thompson et al., Arkansas Payinent InlJrovemnentInitiative: Private
Carriers Participation in Design and Iniplementation, HEALTH AFF. BLOG (Oct. 15, 2014),
http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2014/10/15/arkansas-payment-improvement-initiative-privatecarriers-participation-in-design-and-implementation [hereinafter Arkansas Payment
Inprovement Initiative].
22.
United States PresidentialElection Results, DAVE LEIP'S ATLAS OF U.S.
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION RESULTS,

http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/ (last visited April 5,

2015). (To view presidential election results in Arkansas since 1968, click Arkansas on the

left tab and navigate the various elections via the "by year" tab at the top of the page.)
23.
24.
25.
26.

Id.
Id.
Id.
See Arkansas Elections, 2012, BALLOTPEDIA, http://ballotpedia.org/Arkansas-

elections, 2012 (last visited Apr. 5,2015) (click on "State Senate" and "State House" tabs
for General Assembly results).
27.
1945 Ark. Acts 311 (original enactment, renewed in each regular legislative session
since), codified at ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 19-5-101 to 1254. For a brief analysis of the law's
history, rationale and functioning, see Revenue StabilizationAct, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ARKANSAS HISTORY AND CULTURE, available at http://www.encyclopediaofarkansas.net/
encyclopedia/entry-detail.aspx?entrylD=7840 (last visited May 15, 2015): see also Arkansas
State Budget and Finances, BALLOTPEDIA, http://ballotpedia.org/Arkansas-state-budget_

and finances (last visited Apr. 15, 2015) (explaining Arkansas's budget process).
28.
See Hooker v.Parkin, 235 Ark. 218, 230, 357 S.W.2d 534, 542 (Ark. 1962) ("The
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law, an essential correction to post-Civil War extravagances that had
plunged the state into debt, 29 has kept Arkansas free from the fiscal
stringencies that have recently handicapped some other debt-burdened
states from taking measures to improve the health status of their uninsured
populations.
Second, the state constitution requires every appropriations bill to pass
both houses of the General Assembly by a three-quarters supermajority
vote. 30 Just twenty-six of the one hundred House members, or just nine of
the thirty-five senators, can block any spending bill. 31 Due to these two
constraining features of Arkansas law, when it comes to government
expenditures, Arkansas is a tight-fisted state.
For example, the state's pre-Affordable Care Act Medicaid program for
non-disabled adults was the most restrictive in the nation." Its income limit
was set at 17% of the Federal Poverty Level for working parents and 13%
for jobless parents. 33 In dollar terms, that meant that a non-disabled parent
in a family of three who earned $3,500 annually was too rich to qualify for
Medicaid. 34 Childless non-disabled adults, no matter how poor, received no
Medicaid coverage at all.35
By contrast, children's health coverage was relatively extensive. Lowincome families obtained coverage for children through Medicaid, while the
state's ARKids-B program covered children in many moderate-income
families. 36 Three-fifths of Arkansas children received their health insurance

Revenue Stabilization Law is a complex accounting tool designed to insure that the
recipients of State funds receive monies only so long as cash is on hand. The appropriation
for each agency sets a top limit on the amount that may be paid to that agency, and the
Revenue Stabilization Law insures that no more is spent than is taken in and is allocated by
the Legislature.").
29.
See id.235 Ark. at 229-31, 357 S.W.2d at 541-42 (upholding the constitutionality of
the Revenue Stabilization Act and explaining its history).
30.
ARK. CONST. art. 5,§ 39, as anended by ARK. CONST. amend. 19, § 5 (1934). See
Humphrey v. Garrett, 218 Ark. 418, 236 S.W.2d 569 (1951) and Fisher v. Perroni, 299 Ark.
227, 771 S.W.2d 766 (1989) (explaining 34 supermajority requirement).
31.
See ARK. CONST. art. 5,§ 39.
32.
See How Will the MedicaidExpansionfor Adults hIzpact Eligibilit " and Coverage ?,
KAISER FAMILY FOUND. 4 (2012), http://www.edfoxphd.com/8338-4-copy.pdf (comparing
all fifty states and the Medicaid income eligibility limits for adults as a percent of the Federal
Poverty Level in Table 1).
33.
Id. (referencing Table 1).
34.
See id.at 5 (indicating that in 2012, Arkansas' Medicaid limit for a jobless parent
was $2,409 and for a working parent was $3,150). In 2012, the Federal Poverty Level for a
family of three was $19,090. Annual Update of the HHS Poverty Guidelines, 77 Fed. Reg.
4034-02, 4035 (Jan. 26, 2012). Seventeen percent of that was $3,245.
35.
Allison, supra note 7,at 1090.

36.

See ARK. DEP'T OF HUMAN SERVICES, ARKANSAS MEDICAID PROGRAM OVERVIEW

2

(2012), available at http://humanservices.arkansas.gov/dms/DMS%20Public/MedicaidProgramOverviewSFY2012.pdf.
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coverage through these programs. 3 Moreover, the programs paid for twothirds of the state's births. 38 Partly as a result, by 2010 the state's Medicaid
program was bleeding red ink.39 Necessity compelled invention.
Despite the antipathy of the voting public toward President Obama and
Obamacare, Arkansas Governor Mike Beebe aimed to accomplish an
expansion of health insurance for the state's low-income adult population.
Beebe, a moderate Democrat and time-tested former state legislative
heavyweight with a reputation for political effectiveness and high public
approval ratings, had the advantage of a team of competent and experienced
health care advisers. 40 Beebe's team erected two initiatives that stood a
chance of overcoming both state constitutional constraints and ideological
opposition: the "private option" and the Arkansas Payment Improvement
Initiative.

III. ARKANSAS'S "PRIVATE OPTION"
Governor Beeebe and his health policy team faced a dilemma when the
General Assembly met in January 2013. Small-government Republicans
controlled both houses of the legislature. 4' The very word "Obamacare" was
a vile epithet in the minds of many of the voters who had just elected
them. 4 2 To expand health coverage to low-income adult Arkansans, Beebe's
program had to be something different. It needed a label, a pitch, and a
concept that marked it as distinct from what the blue states were doing.4 3
The label: The "private option." Private, not government. An option,
not a mandate. The style of the law (with "Don't tread on me"
connotations): the Arkansas Health Care Independence Act.44

37. See id.
at 9,11 (indicating that in 2011 Arkansas Medicaid, including the ARKids
First program, insured 494,063 children, and that children age twenty and under composed

600 of Arkansas's Medicaid population).
38.

Id.at 9.

39.

See Thompson et al., Arkansas s Novel Approach, supra note 7,at 1279: Arkansas

Pay"ment Iinprovement Initiative, supra note 21 ("By 2010, Arkansas' Medicaid program

was facing a substantial budget shortfall resulting from an unsustainable growth rate that
exceeded the state's general revenue growth.").
40. Among the leaders of the team were Dr. Joe Thompson (Arkansas Surgeon General
and director of the Arkansas Center for Health Improvement), John Selig (director of the
state Department of Human Services), Dr. Andrew Allison (state Medicaid director from
2011 to 2014), and Eugene Gessow (Allison's predecessor). Bill Simmons, State Sooni to

Execute Medical Revisions, Ark. Democrat-Gazette, Mar. 18, 2012, at IA,6A.
41. See Margot Sanger-Katz, Election Results EndangerInnovative Arkansas Medicaid
Plan, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 6,2014, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/07/

upshot/elections-put-future-of-innovative-arkansas-medicaid-plan-in-doubt.html?-r-0&abt0002&abg=l.

42.

See id.

43.
44.

See id.(discussing Arkansas Republican attitudes towards the PPACA).
Health Care Independence Act, 2013 Ark. Acts 1497 & 1498.
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The pitch: The program would mean better health care for a quartermillion Arkansans lacking coverage. 4 The private option would be funded
for the first several years entirely with federal money, bringing relatively
high-paying health care jobs into the state, with ripple effects benefiting the
whole economy.46 Cost savings would flow from more widespread
preventive care and fewer hospitalizations and emergency room visits.
Hospitals would be paid for emergency care, rather than having to absorb
the costs of emergency room care for the uninsured who cannot be denied
treatment under federal law. Moreover, the broadened coverage for poorer
Arkansans would be subsidized by the taxpayers of states that rejected the
Medicaid expansion - such as the arrogant Texans to the southwest.
(Disparaging Texas is always politically popular in Arkansas.) Finally,
there is the matter of state pride. When the program was first submitted to
the federal government, commentators trumpeted it as "the Arkansas gamechanger.' 48 Not often can Arkansas claim to be a national leader in policy
innovation. The "private option" is one such instance.
The concept: Marketplace premium assistance.4 9 Medically fragile
adults short of disability and newly eligible for the Affordable Care Act's
Medicaid expansion must enroll in the traditional Medicaid program. All
other newly eligible adults with incomes less than Medicaid limits 50 must

45.
Phil Galewitz, Arkansas'AledicaidExperment, KeY To ObamacareExpansion, On
Ropes, KAISER HEALTH NEWS, Feb. 10, 2014, http://kaiserhealthnews.org/news/arkansasmedicaid-expansion-experiment/.
46.
See id.
47.
Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1395dd (2012).
48.
See, e.g., John Reichard, "1IrkansasSolttion " Could Be Game-Changer for Health
Law, Top MedicaidLobbyist Says, WASH. HEALTH POL'Y WK. IN REv., April 5, 2013,
available tit http://www.commonwealthfund.org/Newsletters/Washington-Health-Policy-inReview/2013/Apr/Apr-8-2013/Arkansas-Solution-Game-Changer-for-Health-Law.aspx?
omnicid=16 (last visited Feb. 15, 2015): Sara Rosenbaum & Carla Hurt, How States Are
Expanding Medicaid to Low-Icome Adults Through Section 1115 Waiver Denonstrations,
THE COMMONWEALTH FUND, 3-6 (2014), available tit http://www.commonwealthfund.org/
publications/issue-briefs/2014/dec/how-states-are-expanding-medicaid (Commonwealth

Fund issue brief comparing Arkansas's program with those of states following Arkansas's
lead): Watson, What Is tit Stake in Arkansas?, supra note 7, at 471.

49. As Sidney Watson and others have pointed out, premium assistance waivers have
existed for some time in the Medicaid program. States have long been allowed to use
Medicaid funds to subsidize the purchase of enmployer-sponsored insurance. See, e.g.,
Watson, What Is tit Stake in Arkansas?, supra note 7, at 483-486. What Arkansas has done,
as the first state to obtain a Section 1115 premium assistance waiver for a Medicaid
expansion under the Affordable Care Act, is to allow the use of federal Medicaid funds for
the purchase of individual insurance on the private market, employing the "private option"
rhetoric to take advantage of federal funding of coverage expansion in a hostile political
climate.
50. Nondisabled childless adults and parents of children earning up to 138% of the
Federal Poverty Level are newly qualified for coverage. See Allison, stqpra note 7, at 109094 (explaining the program).
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enroll in private insurance plans offered through Arkansas's new Health
Insurance Marketplace, instead of through traditional Medicaid. 5' Their
insurance premiums are covered by federal Medicaid funds provided
through a waiver under § 1115 of the Social Security Act. 5 Adults with
incomes up to 400% of the Federal Poverty Level can obtain subsidized
insurance through the Arkansas Health Insurance Marketplace.
Despite the election in 2012 of a number of Tea Party Republicans to
the state General Assembly, Governor Beebe lined up every Democrat and
enough Republicans to enable the "private option" legislation to squeak
through the General Assembly in March 2013 with exactly one vote to
spare,54 threading the political needle. This was a legislative miracle, within
the small compass of state-level politics, rivaling the legislative miracle of

51.
This arrangement placing medically fragile, but not disabled, adults within
traditional Medicaid is both beneficial to patients, whose needs (e.g. for long-term care)
might be beyond what private coverage may offer, and also favorable to private insurers,
which are spared the necessity of covering this category of low-income adults whose health
care costs are likely to be relatively high. See Allison, stqura note 7,at 1093-94 (discussing
how the screening process within Arkansas's health insurance marketplace "diverts
participants with the highest expected service needs and costs to Medicaid rather than the
private marketplace .... [T]he favorable risk selection and young ages of private option
enrollees are establishing Arkansas as arguably the healthiest individual insurance market in
the country."): Thompson et al., Arkansas s NovelApproach, supra note 7,at 1281-82.
Private insurers' political support was one key factor enabling the legislation to pass.
52.
Section 1115 of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1315(a) (2012), allows the
Department of Health and Human Services to waive certain provisions of the Medicaid law
to permit states to test innovative demonstration projects to make the Medicaid program
more effective. Governor Beebe, Medicaid director Andy Allison and Surgeon General Joe
Thompson negotiated an agreement with HHS to provide a Section 1115 demonstration
waiver for this program. HHS approved the waiver in September 2013, in time for the rollout
of the Exchanges that fall. Letter from Marilyn Tavenner to Andy Allison (Sept. 27, 2013),
available at http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/
Waivers/1115/downloads/ar/Health-Care-Independence-Program-Private-Option/ar-privateoption-app-ltr-09272013.pdf.
The process and politics of obtaining Section 1115 waivers, in Arkansas and in other states,
are well explained in Sidney Watson's work. See Watson, Section 1115 Medicaid Waivers,
supra note 7: Watson, What Iscit Stake in Arkansas ?, supra note 7.
53.
The Arkansas Health Care Marketplace is currently operated as a federal-state
partnership. However, federal subsidies to low- to middle-income residents, essential to
Marketplace operation, were challenged for Marketplaces structured in that fashion. See
King v.Burwell, 759 F.3d 358 (4h Cir.), cert. granted, 135 S.Ct. 475 (2014), and the
discussion of 2015 Ark. Acts 398, notes 81-86 infra and accompanying text.
54.
Health Care Independence Act, 2013 Ark. Acts 1497 & 1498. Act 1497 (SB 1020)
passed the Senate 27-5 and the House 70-23. https://legiscan.com/AR/bill/SB1020/2013. Act
1498 (HB 1143) passed the House 72-24 and the Senate 28-7.
https://legiscan.com/AR/bill/HB 1143/2013.
The political history of the enactment of the "private option" and the 2014 avoidance of a
funding cutoff is set out in Thompson et al., Arkansas 's Aovel Approach, stupra note 7,at
1279-81, 1285.
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the Affordable Care Act's passage in Congress in 2010. 55 The enactment of
this bill elevated Arkansas, together with Kentucky, as the only Southern
states to provide health insurance coverage to all legal residents near or
below the poverty line.
Despite the nationwide difficulties with the 2013 rollout of the health
care Marketplaces (then called Exchanges), the results of the Arkansas
program so far have been promising. More than 233,000 previously
uninsured Arkansans have been approved for enrollment in the "private
option" or in the expanded traditional Medicaid program,56 halving
the
S57
proportion of uninsured from 22.5% to 11.4% of the population. This is
the highest percentage increase in insurance coverage of any state. 58 A
nationwide county-by-county survey of the proportionate increase in the
insured population and of the percentage remaining uninsured offers
dramatic testimony of the program's success, relative to surrounding states
(see Figures 2 and 3).

55.
Among the many excellent accounts of the political battles leading to the passage of
the Affordable Care Act, a particularly thorough and objective source is STAFF OF THE
WASHINGTON POST, LANDMARK: THE INSIDE STORY OF AMERICA'S NEW HEALTH-CARE LAW

Us ALL (PublicAffairs ed., 2010).
See Andy Davis, Medicaid Prograi Accepts 10,000 in Dec'ember, Janttary',ARK.
DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Feb. 19, 2015, at 4B (reporting coverage approvals totaling 233,518 as
AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR

56.

of Jan. 31, 2015). Of these, 195,520 were enrolled in the "private option" and 23,516 in the
traditional Medicaid program, and 14,482 had been determined eligible for coverage but had
not completed enrollment. Id.
Enrollments remained high despite a legislative prohibition on the state Insurance
Department's previous funding of outreach and education activities to promote the state's
Marketplace. 2014 Ark. Acts 257, § 16 (2014 fiscal session), availablecit http://
www.arkleg.state.ar.us/assembly/2013/2014F/Acts/Act257.pdf. See Christie Swanson,
Deadline Nearfor Insurance Signup, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Feb. 8, 2015, at IA, 5A
(quoting Seth Blomeley, Insurance Dept. spokesman).
57.
Peter Urban, Arkansas Sees Largest Drop in UninsuredRate, Nationallh (Feb. 24,
2015), available cit http://arkansasnews.com/news/arkansas/arkansas-sees-largest-dropuninsured-rate-nationally (summarizing Gallup report).

58.
See Witters, supra note 10 (referencing "10 States with Largest Reduction in
Percentage Uninsured, 2013 vs. Midyear 2014" chart).
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Fig. 2. Percent Change in Number of Insured Americans 2013-2014'9

4

4
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The "private option" has also benefited the health care industry. The
number of hospital patients has increased, but hospitals' write-offs for
uninsured care plummeted by 56% the first year. 60 The number of
hospitalized patients lacking insurance fell by 46%.61

59.
Kevin Quealy & Margot Sanger-Katz, Obama 's Health Law: TIf o TI-as Helped
Most,N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2014, available at http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/10/
29/upshot/obamacare-who-was-helped-most.html?_r=0&abt=0002&abg=0.
60.
See Andy Davis, Uninsureds Costs Phnge, HospitalsSay, ARK. DEMOCRATGAZETTE, Nov. 1,2014, at 1A,7A [hereinafter ULmnsureds' Costs Phnge] (reporting
decrease in hospitals' unreimbursed cost of providing care to the uninsured from $122.6
million in the first half of 2013 to $53.9 million in the first half of 2014). The Arkansas
Hospital Association "credited the private option with reducing the hospitals' financial
losses for the first six months of 2014 by $69.2 million." Id. at 7A.
61.
See id.at 7A (reporting decrease from 9.180 to 4,913).
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Fig. 3. Percent of Americans Who Remain Uninsured in 201462
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At the same time, health insurance premiums are reported to have
declined from 2013 to 2014,63 somewhat assuaging concerns that coverage
of newly Medicaid-eligible enrollees through private insurance would cost
significantly more than coverage through the traditional Medicaid
64
program.
Although these results are encouraging, and public support for the
65
--private option" among low-income residents now stands at a high level,

62.
63.

Quealy & Sanger-Katz, supra note 59.
See Andy Davis, 2015 Opens with Dip in Private Option "sCost, ARK. DEMOCRATGAZETTE, Jan. 28, 2015, at 2A (average per-enrollee monthly cost fell to $480, almost $20
lower than 2015 target): Andy Davis, State's Isured Cost Dips 6t" Tine, ARK. DEMOCRATGAZETTE, Oct. 10, 2014, at IA,2A (attributing decline in per-person payments to insurance
companies to increased enrollment of younger people and of those above the poverty line).
64.
See, e.g., U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, MEDICAID DEMONSTRATIONS:
HHS's APPROVAL PROCESS FOR ARKANSAS'S MEDICAID EXPANSION WAIVER RAISES COST
CONCERNS (GAO-14-689R, Aug. 8,2014): Watson, Section 1115 Medicaid Waivers, stqura
note 7,at 225 ("HHS has played fast and loose with the budget neutrality requirement,
allowing Arkansas ...to use cost assumptions with little or no basis in fact.").
65.
See Tracy Gnadinger, Low-IIncome Residents in Three States View MedicaidAs
Equal to or Better than Private Coverage, Support Expansion, HEALTH AFF. BLOG (Oct. 9,
2014), http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2014/10/09/health-affairs-web-first-new-study-showslow-income-residents-in-three-states-support-medicaid-expansion/ (last visited Feb. 18,
2015) (finding that 83% of Arkansas residents with incomes less than 138% of FPL favored
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the red tide of the 2014 election swept over Arkansas as it did over the rest
of the nation. The "private option" was in political danger. Republicans
increased their majorities in both houses of the legislature, as many of the
new members pledged to overturn what they called the Obamacare-tainted
program. 66 Governor Beebe, the Democrat who initiated the program, was
term-limited and left office in January 2015. He was replaced by Asa
Hutchinson, an experienced and politically savvy Republican.6
The politics of preserving the essential features of the "private option"
are intricate. As explained above, state funding for the program must be
renewed annually by a three-quarters supermajority vote of both houses of
the General Assembly. 68 During the gubernatorial campaign, candidate
Hutchinson cannily refused to take a position on the merits of the "private
option," not wanting to alienate his conservative, anti-Obama base. 69 But
Hutchinson was fully aware that the state's hospitals had come to depend
on the payments from more than 200,000 newly enrolled and insured
Arkansas residents-individuals whose emergency room visit costs the
hospitals were previously required to absorb. The county seats and other
rural towns depend on their hospitals as essential features of community
life. Even Republican Tea Party legislators must listen to local hospital
executives.
Additionally, candidate Hutchinson had pledged a $100 million cut in
state income taxes.70 But without the federal funds supporting the Medicaid
expansion, the Hutchinson Administration would be unable to afford the
promised tax cuts and still keep the budget balanced as state law requires,
without snatching away health insurance newly made available to many
thousands of voters-a politically unacceptable risk.
In the end, Governor Hutchinson deftly crafted a solution that
satisfied-for the time being-both the anti-Obamacare Republicans and
the Democrats supporting the Medicaid expansion. Drafted by the Governor

Medicaid expansion).
66.
See, e.g., John Lyon, Private Option Expected to Continue in Altered Formi If at
Alt ARK. NEWS (Nov. 9,2014), http://arkansasnews.com/news/arkansas/private-optionexpected-continue-altered-form-if-all.
67.
Hutchinson, incidentally, as a Congressman in the 1990s, managed the
impeachment proceedings against fellow Arkansan Bill Clinton. John King, House
M11anagersArgue for Clinton 's Impeachment Conviction, CNN (Jan. 14, 1999),
http://www.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS/stories/1999/01/14/impeachment/.
68.
See sources cited, stulra note 30.
69.
See Andy Davis, GovernorAirs Health Plan, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Jan. 23,
2015, at IA,2A (noting that Gov.Hutchinson had not previously said whether he supported
continued funding for the private option): Brenda Blagg, The DealIsn 'tDone, ARK.
DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Jan. 25, 2014, at 2H (opinion column) (same).
70.
Roby Brock, Hutchinson Outlines Plan to Cut hicoine Tax Rate, THECITYWIRE.COM
(Nov. 12, 2013), http://www.thecitywire.com/node/30464#.VPO2L-nF92Q.
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and his allies and sponsored by many of the previous Republican opponents
of the "private option,"' the Arkansas Health Care Reform Act of 2015
passed both the Senate and the House by overwhelming margins, - and
Hutchinson signed it into law in February 2015. 7' The existing "private
option" program is to be extended, but only for two years until 2017, when
the 100% federal funding would decline to 95% and the state would need to
contribute taxpayer funds. 7 Then the "private option" would vanish (as it
would have anyway, even absent this law), to be replaced by a broadly
reformed Medicaid program, whose dimensions and features would be
recommended by a task force composed of legislative leaders and the newly
appointed state Surgeon General, Dr. Greg Bledsoe, son of a key
Republican state senator. 6 This reformed state Medicaid program could in

71.
See Michael R. Wickline & Spencer Willems, Private-OptionPlan Appeases Many
in Legislature, N.W. ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Jan. 23, 2015, at 2A (quoting four
Republican legislators who opposed the private option in the past but support Gov.
Hutchinson's proposal).
72.
See John Lyon, Fundingfor Private Option, Governor s Tax Cut fI in Final
Passage, ARK. NEWS (Feb. 5,2015),http://arkansasnews.com/news/arkansas/fundingprivate-option-governor-s-tax-cut-win-final-passage (reporting passage of Senate Bills 96
and 101 by votes of 27-7 and 29-2 respectively in the Senate and of 80-16 and 82-16 in the
House).
73.
2015 Ark. Acts 46: see Michael Wilkey, Hutchinson Signs Private Option Bill, New
Tax Cut Bill Proposed (Feb. 9,2015), available tit
http://www.thecitywire.com/node/
36408#.VPjkrPzF92Q (last visited April 18, 2015).
74.
The time-limited framing of the Hutchinson proposal helped persuade some
skeptical Republicans. See, e.g., Wickline & Willems, supra note 71 (statement of Rep.
Harris).
75.
The new law's extinguishing of the "private option" allows legislators who
campaigned on their opposition to it to proclaim victory. However, that provision of the new
law in fact has no practical effect. Demonstration projects such as Arkansas's must end no
later than December 31, 2016. Watson, What Istit
Stake in Arkansas?, supra note 7,at 489:
CTRS. FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVS., MEDICAID AND THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT:
PREMrUM ASSISTANCE 2 (2013), available tit
http://www.medicaid.gov/Federal-Policy-

Guidance/Downloads/FAQ-03-29-13-Premium-Assistance.pdf.
76.
See Michael R. Wickline & Claudia Lauer, Senate Backs Private Option until 2017,
ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Jan. 30, 2015, at 1A,6A (naming task force members): Spencer
Willems, Gov.-ElectPicks Senator'sSon as Surgeon General, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE,
Dec. 31, 2014, at 1B (Bledsoe appointment). Senator Cecile Bledsoe had opposed the
1private option" bill in 2013, see Lninsureds' Costs Phnge, stqura note 60, at 7A. But in
2015, after her son's appointment, she supported Senate Bill 96, Gov. Hutchinson's two-year
extension of the private option. See http://www.arkleg.state.ar.us/assembly/
2015/2015R/Pages/votes.aspx?rcsnum=44&votechamber=Senate (roll call vote).
Broadening the scope of public participation in the run-up to the program's reform, Gov.
Hutchinson also appointed a Governor's Advisory Council on Medicaid Reform, chaired by
Surgeon General Bledsoe. That council is to advise the legislative task force. Andy Davis,
Explore Options, MedicaidPanel Told, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, May 1,2015, at 1B, 3B
[hereinafter Explore Options].
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turn require another § 1115 waiver from the federal government," probably
consolidated with a broader State Innovation Waiver available under § 1332
of the Affordable Care Act. 78 The content of these State Innovation
Waivers, potentially quite broad but not yet clearly defined by regulation,
will be the subject of critical negotiations between HHS and the states,
informed by state-level deliberations such as those under way in Arkansas.80
One threat loomed, in early 2015, over the prospective continuation of
the "private option" (or any re-named analog): the Supreme Court's
possible overturning in King i. Brwells l of federal subsidies for low- and
moderate-income Marketplace enrollees in states not operating their own
Marketplaces. Arkansas's Marketplace is operated as a federal-state
partnership, rendering it vulnerable should the Court have ruled in favor of
the Affordable Care Act's challengers in King. The federal subsidies are
essential to the Marketplace's viable operation-in Arkansas, nine of ten
Marketplace enrollees are estimated to receive a subsidy 8'--and the
-private option" depends on the Marketplace's continuance.

77. Such waivers appear more likely to be obtainable upon a demonstration that the
previous § 1115 waiver met with success. Interview with Craig Wilson, Arkansas Center for
Health Improvement, in Little Rock, Ark. (March 24, 2015) [hereinafter Wilson March 2015
interview].
78. Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119.
79. Section 1332 State Innovation Waivers allow states with HHS approval to modify
A.C.A. rules governing covered benefits, Marketplace subsidies, individual and employer
mandates, and methods of health plan choice. These waivers must satisfy four "guardrail"
criteria: (1) coverage must be "at least as comprehensive" as coverage absent the waiver: (2)
cost-sharing protections against excessive out-of-pocket spending must result in coverage "at
least as affordable" as coverage absent the waiver: (3) coverage must be provided to "at least
a comparable number of residents" as coverage without the waiver: and (4) the waiver must
not increase the federal deficit. These indefinitely defined "guardrail" criteria leave plenty of
room for interpretation and negotiation. For analyses of the types of policies that § 1332
"State Innovation Waivers" might permit, see, e.g., Andrew Allison, Arkansas'sAlternatve
to Medicaid Expansion Raises IipoortantQuestions about How HHS Will Imnplement New
ACA Waiver Authority in 2017, 39 J. HEALTH POL. POL'Y & L. 1089 (2014): Deborah

Bachrach, Joel Ario & Hailey Davis, Innovation Waivers: An Opportunity for States to
Pursue Their Own Brand of Health Reform (April 2015), http:/
/www.commonwealthfund.org/-/media/file s/publications/is sue -brief/2015/apr/1 811
bachrach innovation waivers rb v2.pdf (Commonwealth Fund issue brief): Heather
Howard & Galen Benshoof, Section 1332 Waivers and the Future of State Health Reform,

(Dec. 5, 2014), http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2014/12/05/section-1332waivers-and-the-future-of-state-health-reform/: John McDonough, flUvden 's If-aiver: State
Innovation on Steroids, 39 J. HEALTH POL. POL'Y & L. 1099 (2014).
80. See supra note 76 and accompanying text.
81.
King v. Burwell, 759 F.3d 358 (4th Cir.), cert. granted, 135 S. Ct. 475 (2014).
82. U.S. DEPT. OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS. ASPE ISSUE BRIEF: ADDENDUM TO THE
HEALTH INSURANCE MARKETPLACE: ARCH ENROLLMENT REPORT (Mar. 11, 2014), available
at http://aspe.hhs.gov/health/reports/2014/MarketPlaceEnrollment/Mar2014/ib_2014Mar_
enrollAddendum.pdf (reporting that 91 percent of Arkansans selecting plans on the
Marketplace as of March 2014 have qualified for subsidies).
HEALTH AFF. BLOG
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As part of the political compromise authorizing the two-year extension
of the "private option," the General Assembly enacted a law maintaining
the status quo if the Supreme Court were to uphold the Affordable Care
Act's subsidies in King, but requiring legislative approval for any stateoperated Marketplace should the Supreme Court rule for the ACA's
challengers.8 3 The law essentially gave the General Assembly another shot
at backing out of Arkansas's Medicaid expansion by choosing not to create
the mechanism (a state-run Marketplace) that would be needed for federal
subsidies to continue to flow, had the Court adopted the King petitioners'
position.
The Court's decision upholding the federal subsidies, 4 released just as
this Article went to press, makes it likely that even after 2017, Arkansas's
expansion of health insurance coverage to low-income residents will
survive. It will have a different label, so that Governor Hutchinson and the
Republican legislature can claim credit for the program's creation. 5 It will
differ in some respects from the "private option" as it now exists, perhaps
along the lines of encouraging low-wage workers to obtain coverage
through their employers with potential help from Medicaid and
"increas[ing] personal accountability and responsibility for healthy
behavior."8- 6 But it will not result in the denial of health insurance to the
230,000 Arkansans who have recently been approved for enrollment for
benefits. The county-by-county map of uninsured within Arkansas's
borders (Fig. 3 above) will continue to whiten.
Thus did Governor Hutchinson, like Governor Beebe before him, thread
the political needle-a task which the 2014 Democratic gubernatorial

83.
2015 Ark. Acts 398, available at http://www.arkleg.state.ar.us/assembly/2015/
2015R/Acts/Act398.pdf.
84.
King v. Burwell, 759 F.3d 358, 365 (4th Cir. 2014), cert. granted, 576 U.S.
(Decided June 25, 2015) (No. 14-114).

85. Gov.Hutchinson has been careful to resist, in his public statements, the idea that the
reformulated Medicaid program would merely be the same private option -tweaked in minor
ways and relabeled. . . . This is going to be a total refiguring of it." Michael R. Wickline,
Governor: Medicaid Session Possible, N.W. ARK. DEMOCRAT- GAZETTE, April 10, 2015, at
IA.

Some of this post-2016 -refiguring" is likely to include changes outside the Medicaid
program enabled by the broad scope of waivers allowable under a different provision of the
Affordable Care Act, section 1332. For analyses of the types of policies that § 1332 "State
Innovation Waivers" might permit, see Allison, stqura note 79: McDonough, supra note 79.
86.
Rebecca Adams, Arkansas Governor Seeks Task Forcefor Medicaid Changes,
COMMONWEALTH FUND (Jan. 26,2015), http://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/
newsletters/washington-health-policy-in-review/2015/jan/jan-26-2015/arkansas-govemor-

seeks-task-force-for-medicaid-changes (reporting Gov.Hutchinson's suggestions for the
legislative task force that will recommend changes in the state Medicaid program): Andy
Davis, GovernorAirs Health Plan:Fund Private Option through 2016, He Asks, ARK.
DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE,

Jan. 23, 2015, at IA,2A (same).
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candidate, Mike Ross, would
probably have
87
accomplish had he been elected.
IV. THE

found impossible

ARKANSAS PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE

to

(APII)

As the Institute of Medicine concluded in 2013, about one-third of
American health care expenditure does little or nothing to improve people's
health, and too often results in harm to patients.8 8 One implication of that
report is that enormous potential savings are available through
improvements in efficiency and patient safety.
Besides the "private option," another recent product of Arkansas's
"laboratory" of health care policy innovation is the Arkansas Payment
Improvement Initiative (APII). 89 The purpose of that initiative is to change
the wasteful way that medicine is too often practiced by transforming the
way health care is paid for-from payment for volume to payment for
value. 90 Such a transformation is a high priority for the federal
government, 9' and many private-sector initiatives are moving in the same
direction. 9 2 The APII commenced about the time the Affordable Care Act

87.
See John Brummett, Say Uncle .... ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Feb. 5, 2015, at 7B
(columnist' s assessment of Arkansas's political climate).
88. See INST. OF MED. OF THE NAT'L ACADS., BEST CARE AT LOWER COST: THE PATH TO
CONTINUOUSLY LEARNING HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA 101 05 (Mark Smith et al. eds., 2013):
id. at 104 ("The total amount of unnecessary health costs and waste in 2009 was an
estimated $750-765 billion, more than a third of total health care expenditures.").
89.
STATE INNOVATION PLAN, supra note 19, at 21.
90.
Id.
91.
Sylvia M. Burwell, Setting Value-Based Payment Goals HHS Efforts to Im7prove
U.S. Health Care, 372 NEW ENG. J. MED. 897, 897 (2015): see also, e.g., CTRS. FOR
MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVS., Oncology CareModel, http://innovation.cms.gov
/initiatives/Oncology-Care/ (example of HHS pay-for-performance program to be launched
in 2016).
92.
Notable among the private-sector initiatives is the "Choosing Wisely" campaign
sponsored by the American Society of Internal Medicine. See Nancy E. Morden et al.,
Choosing Wisely The Politicsand Economics of Labeling Low-Value Services, 370 NEW
ENG. J. MED. 589, 589 (2014) (describing the initiative and evaluating its significance): see
also, e.g., Suzanne Delbanco, The PaymentReform Landscaqe:Drilling Down, HEALTH
AFF. BLOG (Jan. 15, 2015), http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2015/01/15/the-payment-reformlandscape-drilling-down/ (commercial health plans reported that in 2014 40% of payments
were value-oriented, compared to only 1 I% in 2013): see also Robert Langreth, Prescription
Benefit ManagersExcluding More High-PricedDrugs, INS. J. (Nov. 26, 2014), availableat
http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2014/11/26/348137.htm (reporting on
private insurance companies' price pressures on makers of expensive drugs): Atul Gawande,
Overkill, THE NEW YORKER (May 11, 2015), at 42, 49-53), available at
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/05/1 1/overkill-atul-gawande?mbid=nl_050515_
Daily&CNDID=24927989&mbid=nl_050515_Daily&CNDID=24927989&spMailinglD=77
17036&spUserlD=Mjk2NDQzNzI5OTES 1&spJoblD=680489128&spReportld=NjgwNDg5
MTI4SO (describing successful private-sector shared-savings initiative in Hidalgo County,
Texas).
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was enacted, before most federal and private-sector initiatives were well
under way. The Arkansas experience may provide some guideposts for
these efforts, particularly in less populated rural states with a fragmented
provider environment.93
As noted above,94 in 2010 the state Medicaid program was facing
serious deficits. It Swas
almost
entirely a fee-for-service system, perpetuating
•
95
misaligned incentives.
Governor Mike Beebe, Surgeon General Joe
Thompson, Medicaid director Eugene Gessow, his successor Andy Allison,
and their allies designed a reform initiative with three components: (1)
bundled payments for acute episodes of care, rather than separate payments
for each service provided; (2) Patient-Centered Medical Homes covering
primary care; and (3) Health Homes for the chronically ill and other
individuals with complex health needs.9 6
The state convened stakeholders to develop a common vision and
framework for health system transformation, covering both inpatients and
outpatients. 9 Provider and insurer groups were receptive to the idea, at least
once it was converted from a prospective-payment to the more familiar
initial retrospective-payment model.98 The Arkansas Hospital Association,
the Arkansas Medical Society, and the major health insurance companies all
participated in the process of selecting episodes of care to be targeted and
developing benchmarks for payment for those episodes. 99 That buy-in from
providers and payers was key to the initiative's launching and continued
operation.l°° What emerged from the deliberative process was an agreement
to rely chiefly on changed incentive structures so that providers have
greater accountability for costs and quality, as well as the opportunity to
share with insurers and the state's Medicaid program in generated
savings.101

93.
See Chernew et al., stqura note 7, at 34 (highlighting aspects of the Arkansas
initiative that might be useful in states with similar characteristics).
94. See supra note 39 and accompanying text.
95.
BACHRACH ET AL., supra note 11, at 3.
96. See STATE INNOVATION PLAN, supra note 19, at 33.
97.

Id.

98.
During initial negotiations about the structure of the payment reform initiative
among state officials, provider groups, and insurers, the concept of a prospective payment
system similar to one in operation in Massachusetts was mooted. Provider groups bridled at
the idea. Retrospective payment with subsequent performance-period review turned out to be
a satisfactory compromise. Interview with Craig Wilson, Rhonda Hill, Angela Littrell &
Kevin Ryan, Ark. Ctr. for Health Improvement, in Little Rock, Ark. (Jan. 16, 2015)
[hereinafter Wilson et al. Jan. 2015 Interview].
99.
See STATE INNOVATION PLAN, supra note 19, at 37-38.
100.

See Arkansas PaYment Inmprovemnent Initiative, suJpra note 21 (voluntary

participation "vital" to program's success): Chemew et al., supra note 7, at 34 (noting
cooperation among providers, insurers, employers, and state government officials).
101. id.
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The initiative works as follows. 102

1. Episode-based Payments
State agencies, insurers such as Blue Cross/Blue Shield and
QualChoice, the Arkansas Hospital Association, and the Arkansas Medical
Society collaborated with national experts to target common care conditions
that exhibited wide clinical practice variation or treatment inefficiencies.' 03
They selected five "episodes of care" '" 4 the first year, touching several
different medical disciplines, and examined evidence-based guidelines and
Arkansas-specific claims data to determine appropriate practices and
acceptable ranges of costs for those episodes. The first five episodes were
hip and knee replacement, pregnancy, outpatient upper respiratory
infections, congestive heart failure, and attention deficit-hyperactivity
disorder.' 05 For each episode, a work group including all of the stakeholders
created quality metrics and exclusion criteria, determined risk adjustment
methods, and defined outliers. 0 6 Subsequently, ten more "episodes of care"
have been targeted for inclusion in the reformed payment system. 10
Accountability for patient treatment results is assigned in the following
fashion. Each enrollee who has one of the defined episodes of care in which
a payer participates'o s is assigned one Principal Accountable Provider

102.

See generally ARK. CTR. FOR HEALTH IMPROVEMENT, AN OVERVIEW OF THE
(2014), http://www.achi.net/Content/

ARKANSAS PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE

Documents/ResourceRenderer.ashx?ID=204: see also ARK.

CTR. FOR HEALTH
IMPROVEMENT, Health Care Payinent InJprovelnentInitiative: How it Works,

http://www.paymentinitiative.org/howltWorks/Pages/default.aspx (providing an online
description of the Initiative): see also Dr. Joseph Thompson, Full length video Arkansas
Health Care Payinent Iimprovement Initiative, ARK. HEALTH CARE PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLoH8dKAIA&feature=youtu.be. (22-

INITIATIVE,

minute video by ACHI Director Dr. Joseph Thompson explaining how the Initiative works).
103.
ARK. CTR. FOR HEALTH IMPROVEMENT, STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT 2 (Jan.
2015) [hereinafter STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT], availableut http://
www.achi.net/Content/Documents/ResourceRenderer.ashx?ID=276.
104. Id. at 7. An "episode of care" is defined as "the collection of care provided to treat
a particular condition for a given length of time." ARK. CENTER FOR HEALTH IMPROVEMENT,
Health Care Pavinent Initiative: Episodes of Care, http://www.paymentinitiative.org/
episodesOfCare/Pages/default.aspx.
105.

STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, at 7.

106. See id. at 2 (indicating the collaborative nature of the enterprise).
107. See id. at 9-10 (referencing Table 3). In 2013 and 2014, five more episodes were
deployed: colonoscopy, gallbladder removal, tonsillectomy, coronary artery bypass grafting,
and asthma. Chernew et al., supra note 7, at 34.
108. Arkansas's Medicaid program payments are based on APII episode-of-care
reviews for each episode that has been deployed. Private insurers are not required to
participate in APII's payment program for every episode. Of the first five episodes launched,
Blue Cross/Blue Shield is participating in three (pregnancy, upper respiratory infection, and
total joint replacement) and QualChoice in two (pregnancy and total joint replacement).
STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, at 9-10.
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(PAP) for that episode.' 0 9 The PAP may be viewed as the "quarterback" for
that patient's care plan. He or she is the main decision-maker for most of
the care delivered within the episode. The PAP coordinates the care, has the
most ability to influence and improve care for the patient, and has the
greatest opportunity to receive financial incentives when care is effectively
and efficiently managed." 0 The PAP is the one accountable for all care
delivered within the episode. Participation by Medicaid providers is not
voluntary."' If a provider bills, he or she is included in the episode profiling
process.
All episodes generated from a PAP's caseload during a performance
period, with the exception of outliers meeting defined exclusionary criteria,
contribute to the PAP's performance profile.' 12 During the episodes, the
provider submits claims and receives fee-for-service payments in traditional
fashion, easing many providers' discomfort over payment reform." 3 But at
the end of the performance period, typically twelve months, the provider's
overall results are compared with pre-set targets based on the insurer's
prior-year payments, and the provider's incentive payments are
calculated. 1 4 These targets for "Acceptable," "Commendable," and "GainSharing Limit" average costs, graphically depicted in Figure 4 below for a
hypothetical episode of care, create a tiered payment structure for each
provider. If the provider has achieved average costs lower than the
"Commendable" level and has met defined quality targets, the practice
employing that provider shares half the savings. 115 If the provider's results
are more costly than the "Acceptable" level, the provider's practice must
pay a penalty. 116 Between the "Acceptable" and the "Commendable" levels,

109. The role of the Principal Accountable Provider for each episode of care, and the
methods of calculation of payments for each episode, are explained in STATEWIDE TRACKING
REPORT, supra note 103, app. B, at 6-18.
110. Id.at 3,6. For hip and knee replacement, the orthopedic surgeon is the PAP. For
pregnancy-related claims, the PAP is the provider who delivers the baby. 110.
For upper
respiratory infections, it is the first provider to diagnose the patient in-person. For congestive
heart failure, it is the admitting hospital. And for attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, it is
the treating physician or licensed mental health care provider. Id. at 7.
111. However, private insurers participating in APII may operate slightly differently.
The CEO of one private insurer stated that participation by providers is voluntary but
"'strongly encouraged." Andy Davis, Health Insurer Gives Bontses for Care Costs, ARK.
DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Feb. 4,2015, at 8B [hereinafter Bonitsesfor Care Costs] (quoting
QualChoice CEO Mike Stock).
112. Joseph W. Thompson et al., The Arkansas Payment Reform LaboratorY, HEALTH
AFFAIRS BLOG (Mar. 18, 2014), http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2014/03/18/the-arkansaspayment-reform-laboratory/.
113. Wilson et al. Jan. 2015 interview, supra note 98.
114. STATE INNOVATION PLAN, supra note 19, at 23.
115. Id. at 23-24; Chernew et al., supra note 7,at 35.
116. STATE INNOVATION PLAN, supra note 19, at 23-24.
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the provider neither shares in the savings nor incurs a penalty. No additional
shared savings are available if the provider squeezes costs lower than the
"Gain Sharing Limit" bounds, to discourage compromises on quality. 117
Fig. 4. Arkansas Payment Improvement Initiative, "How the Episode
Payment Model Works"118
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Interim data are in for the first two years of the APII, the "baseline
year" (2012) and the "performance year" (2013). In its recently issued
Statewide Tracking Report, the Arkansas Center for Health Improvement
trumpeted favorable quality improvement and cost containment results for
selected measures: a decrease in unnecessary antibiotic prescriptions for
non-specific upper respiratory infections;" 9 an across-the-board rise in
perinatal screening rates; 120 a 1.4% reduction in hip and knee replacement
costs; 12 a finding that 73% of Medicaid PAPs and 60% of Blue Cross/Blue
Shield PAPs either improved costs or remained in a "commendable" or

117.

Id.at 24-25.
118. Joseph W. Thompson, Ark. Surgeon General, Slide Presentation cit the National
Academy for State Health Polic3 " Conference, Health CarePaym;ent Imiprovement Initiative:
Building a HealthierFuturefor All Arkansans 7 (Sept. 21, 2012), available cit
http://www.nashpconference.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/presentations/Thompson.20
.Builing.Healthier.Arkansas.pdf.
119. STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, at 2,app. B at 11-14. The decrease
was from 45% to 37%.
120.
Id.at 2,app. B at 7-9.
121. Id.at 2: id.,
Appendix B, at 9-11 (Blue Cross/Blue Shield data only). The 1.4%
reduction left the total at 7% below projected costs.
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acceptable" cost range; 122 and a reduction in the overall growth rate in
Medicaid costs to 2-3% (compared to an average of 6-10% in earlier
years).123 Other favorable results included a decrease in Medicaid cesarean
section rates 124 and reductions in wound infection rates (by 87%), all-cause
readmission rates (by 18%), and 90-day post-op complication rates (by
23%) for hip and knee replacements. 125
Some of these reported improvements may result merely from
providers' gaming of the system through tactics such as cutting reported
costs by scrimping on implant materials that may fail subsequent to the time
period for which PAPs are held accountable, 12 6 selective reporting of
adverse events, and declining to perform interventions for patients
perceived as higher-risk. 127 Some level of system-gaming may be inevitable
as providers learn the rules of new payment systems. 128 Information on this
phenomenon may be ascertainable from comparative statistics on the extent
to which providers attain bonuses and avoid penalties over time. 129 How

122.
from the
123.
Services

124.

The latter statistic indicates, however, that 40% of providers receiving payments
Blues failed to meet these targets. Id. at 2, 4.
Id. at 4: Explore Options, supra note 76, at 3B (statement of Ark. Dep't of Human
director John Selig).
STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT,

supra note 103, app. B, at 8. C-section rates

declined from 39% in the baseline year to 34% in the performance year. By comparison, the
national Csarian section rate for 2009-2011 was 31.3%. Michelle J.K. Osterman & Joyce
A. Martin, Changes in CesarianDelivery Rates by GestationalAge, United States, 19962011 (2013) (Nat'l Ctr. for Health Statistics Data Brief No. 124), available at
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/databriefs/db124.pdf.
125. Id. STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, app. B at 11 (Blue Cross/Blue
Shield figures).
126.
Comment of Frank Griffin, a board-certified orthopedic surgeon in the author's
Health Policy class.
127.
See, e.g., Chernew et al., supra note 7, at 36-37 (physician interview noting
examples of gaming): Elliott S. Fisher, Payingfor Performance Risks and
Recoinmendations, NEW ENG. J. MED. 1845, 1846 (2006) (noting fear that under pay-forperformance reward structures, physicians "could decide that the easiest way to achieve high
scores is to avoid sick or challenging patients"): Rodney A. Hayward & David M. Kent, 6
EZ Steps to Imiproving Your Performance(or How to Make P4P Pay 4 U!), 300 J. AM. MED.
ASS'N 255 (2008) (humorous advice on how "to attain and sustain the highest possible
quality score"): Gwyn Bevan & Christopher Hood, IHfat s AleasuredIs IfhatMatters:
Targets and Gaming in the English Public Health Care SAstem, 84 PUB. ADMiN. 517 (2006)
(exploring system-gaming theory in the context of U.K. and U.S.S.R. experience): Michael
Kirsch, How the Medical Profession is Being Forcedto Game the Systern, KEViNMD.coM
(May 29, 2013), http://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2013/05/medical-profession-forced-gamesystem.html (explaining hospitals' pressure on physicians to employ tactics such as upcoding
and readmission avoidance "to comply with a punitive financial penalty system that is poorly
disguised as a medical quality initiative").
128.
See Gawande, supra note 92, at 53 ("No one has yet invented a payment system
that cannot be gamed.").
129.
Conpare Andy Davis, Health Reward, Payback Lists Out, ARK. DEMOCRATGAZETTE, Feb. 13, 2014, at 1B, 6B (reporting that 49% of doctors treating URI obtained
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much of reported improvements is attributable to better medical practice
and how much to system-gaming is a subtle issue worthy of clear-eyed
research, and reports of APII successes deserve scrutiny.
Nevertheless, on the whole the early results from APII implementation
seem promising. Moreover, providers receive online feedback not only on
costs but also on quality measures for each episode type. 30 This
information will serve as an important educational and motivational tool.
As further episodes of care are deployed, these measures seem likely to lead
to a gradual but significant positive change in both perspectives and
behavior among Arkansas's health care providers.' 3 '
2. Patient-Centered Medical Homes
The "Patient-Centered Medical Home" (PCMH) is a concept that
models how primary care practice can be organized to deliver its core
functions successfully.' 3' The concept has attracted an extensive academic
literature.' 33 The structure and operations of "Medical Homes" vary
depending on the local health care environment. 134 But the concept's core
functions and attributes are captured
in concise form by HHS's Agency for
35
1
Quality:
and
Research
Healthcare
(a) Comprehensive care: The primary care medical home is
accountable for meeting the large majority of each patient's
physical and mental health care needs, including prevention and
wellness, acute care, and chronic care....

bonuses for good treatment, 22% were assessed penalties for treatments above target range)
with Bonusesfor Care Costs, supra note 111 (reporting that Blue Cross/Blue Shield awarded
bonuses to 85 providers and penalized 35). See also STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra
note 103, app. B, at 8-15 (tracking 2012-2013 movement of PAPs among "Commendable,"
"Acceptable," and "Unacceptable" ratings for five episode types).
130.
STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, at 9: see also HEALTH CARE
PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE, http://www.paymentinitiative.org/Pages/default.aspx

(online data portal for providers).
131.
Chemew et al. detected among providers "a certain sense of inevitability" about
the need to adapt to the new payment model, since most payers have adopted it. Chernew et
al., supra note 7,at 36.
132.
U.S. Dep't of Health & Human Sers., Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality,
Defining the PCMH [hereinafter Defining the PCMH], http://pcmh.ahrq.gov/page/definingpcmh.
133.
See, e.g., Thomas C. Rosenthal, The Medical Home: Growing Evidence to Sqport
a New Approach to Primar " Care, J. AM. BD. FAM. MED. 427 (2008): Alain C. Enthoven,
Francis J. Crosson & Stephen M. Shortell, 'RedefiningHealth Care":Medical Homes or
Archipelagos to Navigate9 26 HEALTH AFF. 1366 (2007): Calvin Sia et al., Histor" of the
Medical Home Concept, 113 PEDIATRICS 1473 (2004).
134.
See Defining the PCMH, supra note 132 (explaining the five functions and
attributes of medical homes).
135.
The description of the core functions and attributes of patient-centered medical
homes herein is taken from Defining the PCMH, stqpra note 132.
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(b) Patient-centered care: The primary care medical home provides
primary health care that is relationship-based with an orientation
toward the whole person. Partnering with patients and their families
requires understanding and respecting each patient's unique needs,
culture, values, and preferences....
(c) Coordinatedcare: The primary care medical home coordinates care
across all elements of the broader health care system, including
specialty care, hospitals, home health care, and community services
and supports. Such coordination is particularly critical during
transitions between sites of care, such as when patients are being
discharged from the hospital....
(d) Accessible services: The primary care medical home delivers
accessible services with shorter waiting times for urgent needs,
enhanced in-person hours, around-the-clock telephone or electronic
access to a member of the care team, and alternative methods of
communication such as email and telephone care....
(e) Quality and safety: The primary care medical home demonstrates a
commitment to quality and quality improvement by ongoing
engagement in activities such as using evidence-based medicine
and clinical decision-support tools to guide shared decision making
with patients and families, engaging in performance measurement
and improvement, measuring and responding to patient experiences
and patient satisfaction, and practicing population health
management. Sharing robust quality and safety data and
improvement activities publicly is also
an important marker of a
136
system-level commitment to quality.
The actual development of patient-centered medical homes in Arkansas
began in October 2012137 following a coordinated application by the state
Medicaid program, Arkansas Blue Cross/Blue Shield, QualChoice, and
Humana to participate in the Medicare-led Comprehensive Primary Care
Initiative. 138 HHS's Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation selected
sixty-nine Arkansas medical practices to participate in the Comprehensive
Primary Care initiative, in which Medicare and Arkansas public and private

136.
137.

Id.
STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT,

supra note 103, at 5.

138.
See William Golden et al., Patient-CenteredMedical Homfes in Arkansas, HEALTH
AFF. BLOG (May 20, 2014), http://healthaffairs.orgIblog/2014/O5/20/patient-centered-

medical-homes-in-arkansas/ (describing development and content of PCMH program): Sarah
D. Wire, Medicare Has Extrafor Stare Doctors, ARK. DEMOCRAT-GAZETTE, Apr. 13, 2012,
at 1A, 5A (reporting federal selection of Arkansas for funding to launch the initiative, with
backing from private insurers and the Arkansas Medical Society): Ark. Ctr. for Health

Improvement, A Vision for Arkansas's Future Health Care, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPdiLIxblFI (video explaining Arkansas's PCMH vision).
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payers joined to provide financial support to those practices to begin the
PCMH transformation. 3 9 That federally-led initiative was the genesis of a
state-based PCMH initiative to cover a great many more practices with an
emphasis on the pediatric population. 140 As of December 2014, 780
Medicaid primary care providers are participating, and 309,000 Medicaid
beneficiaries are covered by the program. This represents 73% of all
eligible providers and 80% of all eligible beneficiaries. 14 1 These
participation figures are promising, but (as the state website recognizes)
they do not present detailed
evidence on whether the program is meeting its
14 2
goals.
quality
cost and
The Patient-Centered Medical Home program is ramping up statewide,
beyond existing voluntary efforts by the state's domestic private insurers.
Starting in 2015, Arkansas requires all qualified health plan issuers in the
Health Insurance Marketplace to participate not only in the "private option"
but also in the Patient-Centered Medical Home program, bringing into the
value-based payment structure a large number of additional beneficiaries
and the potential for additional primary care practices. 14 By 2017,
Arkansas expects that patient-centered medical homes will serve the
majority of Arkansans. 144 As the former state Medicaid director observed,
"the Private Option and [the Arkansas Payment Improvement
Initiative] are
145
now symbiotic: one accelerates and leverages the other."'
3. Health Homes
A third aspect of Arkansas Payment Improvement Initiative, not yet
implemented, is the "Health Homes" project. 146 Authorized by § 2703 of the

139.

STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT,

supra note 103, at 5: Wilson March 2015

interview, suJpra note 77.
140.
STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT, supra note 103, at 5. A video overview of the
qualifications for participation in Arkansas's Patient-Centered Medical Home program, of
the initial results, and of the shared-savings payment structure is available online. PCMH
Overview Webinar, HEALTH CARE PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE, http://
www.paymentinitiative.org/medicalHomes/Pages/default.aspx (last visited Apr. 9,2015)
(click -PCMH Overiew Webinar" tab).

141.

STATEWIDE TRACKING REPORT,

142.

Id.at 5.

143.

ARK. INS. DEPT.

supra note 103, at 6.

R. 108 (codified at

ARK. CODE ANN.

available at http://www.insurance.arkansas.gov/index
Apr. 9,2015) (effective Jan. 1,2015).

144.

STATE INNOVATION PLAN,

145.

BACHRACH ET AL.,

§§ 20-77-2401 etseq.),

htm files/Rule108.pdf (last visited

supra note 19, at 3:

BACHRACH ET AL.,

supra note 11, at

5.
supra note 11 (quoting Dr. Andrew Allison).

146.
See generally Health Hones, HEALTH CARE PAYMENT IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE,
http://www.paymentinitiative.org/healthHome/Pages?Health-Homes.aspx (explaining how

the "Health Homes" program is designed to work).
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Affordable Care Act 14 7 as an optional Medicaid State Plan benefit, health
homes are a specialized extension of the Patient-Centered Medical Home
model. Health homes are set up for individuals requiring an increased level
of care coordination or facing greater challenges in navigating the health
care system, such as those with developmental disabilities or behavioral
health challenges and those living in long-term care facilities. 148 As with
Patient-Centered Medical Homes, providers are to receive incentives for
promoting wellness among their patients or clients and for achieving
positive health outcomes.
This component of APII is still in the
49
phase.1
development
V. CONCLUSION

Creating opportunities for low- to middle-income residents to obtain
health care insurance at reasonable cost is a critical task for the nation. The
Affordable Care Act has opened up a number of paths by which that task
can be accomplished, but the Supreme Court has left chiefly to the states
the choices about which paths to follow-if any.
Across much of the nation, opposition to President Obama and
resistance to Obamacare have made it difficult to achieve progress toward
the goal of access to care at reasonable cost, even in states where the need is
greatest and the potential benefits clearest. The task is difficult-but not
impossible. Despite a political environment increasingly hostile to President
Obama, Arkansas political and health policy leaders-encompassing
Democrats and Republicans, Medicaid officials and private insurers,
hospitals and physicians' groups-have cooperated in building a system
that appears, from early results, to be succeeding in two ways. Arkansas is
reducing the proportion of uninsured residents faster than any other state.
At the same time, the state is transforming some sectors of health care from
wasteful fee-for-service payments to a more efficient "bundled payment for
episodes of care" approach. Discussions are under way, with broad
stakeholder representation, about what steps to take next. But the needle is

147.

42 U.S.C. § 300gg-2 (2012).

148.

For an oveniew of the "Health Homes" concept as envisioned by § 2703, see

Health Homtes, MEDICAUD.GOV, http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-ProgramInformation/By-Topics/Long-Term-Services-and-Supports/Integrating-Care/HealthHomes/Health-Home s.html (last visited Apr. 18, 2015).
149.
See, e.g., ARK. DEP'T OF HUMAN SERVS., Div. OF BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS.,
Behavioral Health Hoize Certification Rile: Agency and Performing Providers (Proposed)
(Oct. 6, 2014), available at http://www.paymentinitiative.org/referenceMaterials/
Documents/Behavioral%20Health%20Home%20Certification%20Rule%2010.6.2014.pdf
(last visited Apr. 18, 2015) (proposing "to establish requirements, standards, and procedures

for certification of Behavioral Health Homes (BHH) and related performing providers").
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threaded, the knot is tied, and the garment of the Arkansas health care
system is under repair.
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